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A B S T R A C T   

The role of PET and integrated PET-CT in the diagnostic workup of suspected malignant pleural effusions is 
unknown. Earlier systematic reviews (published 2014 and 2015) both included pleural pathology without 
effusion, and reached contradictory conclusions. Five studies have been published since the latest review. This 
systematic review and meta-analysis aims to summarise the evidence of PET and integrated PET-CT in predicting 
pleural malignancy in patients suspected of having malignant pleural effusions. 

A meta-analysis based on a systematic literature search in Cochrane Library, Medline, EMBASE and Clin-
icaltrials.gov was performed. Diagnostic studies evaluating the performance of PET or PET-CT in patients with 
suspected malignant pleural effusion, using pleural fluid cytology or histopathology as the reference test, and 
presenting sufficient data for constructing a 2x2 table were included. The quality of the studies was assessed by 
the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 score. Subgroup analyses on image modality, inter-
pretation method and known malignancy status pre index-test application were planned. 

Seven studies with low risk of bias were included. The pooled ability to separate benign from malignant ef-
fusions varied with image modality, interpretation method and known malignancy status pre index-test appli-
cation. In studies using PET-CT, visual/qualitative image analysis was superior to semi-quantitative with positive 
(LR + ) and negative likelihood ratio (LR-) of 9.9 (4.5–15.3) respectively 0.1 (0.1–0.2). There was considerable 
heterogeneity among studies. 

In conclusion, visual/qualitative image analysis of integrated PET-CT seems to add relevant information in the 
work-up of suspected malignant pleural effusions with LR + and LR- close to rigorous pre-set cut-offs of > 10 and 
< 0.1. However, the quality of evidence was low due to inter-study heterogeneity, and inability to assess meta- 
bias. 
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Clinical Trial Registration: The protocol was uploaded to the PROSPERO database (CRD42020213319) on the 
13th of October 2020.   

1. Introduction 

Malignant pleural effusion (MPE) is defined as the presence of ma-
lignant cells in pleural fluid or pleural biopsy specimens. Worldwide the 
most common causes are lung cancer, breast cancer and malignant 
lymphoma [1]. MPE incidence is expected to increase as increasing 
number of person are at risk of disseminated cancer due to rising life 
expectancy, and more long-term cancer survivors [2]. A correct diag-
nosis of MPE is important, as MPE denotes disseminated disease and a 
poor prognosis with a mean survival of 8 months [3]. 

Pleural effusions are caused by a variety of diseases, and guidelines 
assist the clinician in the work-up and includes medical history, diag-
nostic imaging, and classification of pleural fluid into transudates and 
exudates by Light’s criteria [4]. Ultrasound-guided thoracentesis allows 
for a low-cost, easily accessible, and patient-friendly collection of 
pleural fluid. The diagnostic yield for malignancy of a first thoracentesis 
is 55%-60%, and depends on volume collected, preparation of cell- 
block, and on primary malignancy. A second pleural tap adds just 
5–10% to the overall yield [5–6]. Pleural metastases from pulmonary 
adenocarcinoma or ovarian cancer are often found in pleural fluid 
(diagnostic yield > 85%), whereas other cancers are constitutively 
difficult to diagnose in pleural fluid (eg. squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
mesothelioma) [7]. Thus, twice times negative cytology does not 
exclude MPE. In these cases, invasive pleural sampling by thoracoscopy 
or percutaneous biopsies are necessary. Risk stratification is crucial to 
avoid invasive procedures in patients with low risk of malignancy 
especially in frail patients. 

The role of positron emission tomography (PET) and integrated PET- 
computer tomography (PET-CT) with [18] F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) 
in predicting malignancy in patients with pleural effusion or pleural 
thickening is still debated. The existing three earlier systematic reviews 
and meta-analyses were published in 2014 and 2015, included also non- 
effusion pleural pathology [8–22], handled bias differently, and reached 
different and contradictory conclusions [23–25]. Five studies have been 
published since then [26–30]. 

On this background, we performed an updated systematic review 
and meta-analysis to investigate the diagnostic value of PET and PET-CT 
in suspected malignant pleural effusion. 

2. Methods 

A systematic review was performed according to the PRISMA 
guidelines [31] and the protocol was uploaded to the PROSPERO 
database [32] (CRD42020213319). 

Inclusion criteria were: diagnostic studies published in peer- 
reviewed journals or non-published data at ClinicalTrials.gov, studies 
including individuals with pleural effusion, the use of PET or integrated 
PET-CT with the FDG radiotracer as index-test and pleural cytology or 
histology as reference standard for malignancy. Inclusion in the meta- 
analysis required sufficient data to construct 2x2 contingency tables. 
Authors were contacted if data specific for pleural effusions were 
missing. Review articles, editorials, letters and case reports were 
excluded. Studies with high risk of bias, assessed by the Quality 
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) score [33], 
were also excluded from the meta-analysis. Papers not written in English 
were included if a member of the research group managed the language 
or if the authors could provide an English version or specific data. 

Cochrane Library, Medline, EMBASE and Clinicaltrials.gov were 
searched by KF with no date limits. Last search was performed on June 
11th 2021. References of the retrieved papers were explored too. The 

search strategy was developed in corporation with an experienced 
research librarian and is presented in Appendix A. 

Two researchers (KF and JKP) independently screened the titles and 
abstracts yielded by the search, applying the inclusion and exclusion 
criteria. If a study was considered potentially eligible by any of them, 
they independently assessed the corresponding full paper for inclusion. 
Any disagreement between the researchers was resolved in a consensus 
meeting with a third investigator (UB). 

2.1. Data extraction 

Data extraction was carried out by two independent reviewers (KF 
and JKP). If data were not available in a format that was useful for the 
review process, the corresponding author was contacted to provide the 
requested information. In case of multiple reports of a single study, only 
data from the most informative paper was included. Extracted data 
included: 

Study details: study title, first author, publication year, country, 
study design (randomised controlled trial, cross-sectional study, obser-
vational prospective or retrospective study), recruitment strategy, 
reference tests for MPE and non-MPE, and sample size. 

Patient details: mean age, sex, history of malignancy before PET/ 
PET-CT. 

Imaging details: modality (PET, PET-CT), use of dual-time point 
imaging, interpretation method (qualitative/visual, use of scoring sys-
tems/grading or semi-quantitative using standardized uptake value 
(SUV)). 

Results: data for constructing a 2x2 table (true positive, false nega-
tive, true negative, false positive), data on intra-thoracic and extra- 
thoracic incidental findings leading to further diagnostic work-up, pro-
portion of false-positive PET findings, primary tumour types in MPE, and 
causes of non-MPE. 

2.2. Assessment of risk of bias 

The strength of the studies, including risk of bias and applicability, 
was assessed by the QUADAS-2 score [33]. Domains and signalling 
questions are presented in Appendix B. 

2.3. Data analysis 

Data analysis was performed after excluding studies with a high risk 
of bias based on the QUADAS-2 score. Continuous variables were 
expressed as means (standard deviation) or medians (interquartile 
range), and categorical variables as frequencies (i.e. numbers and per-
centages). Sensitivity, specificity, negative (NPV) and positive (PPV) 
predictive values, positive likelihood ratio (LR + ), negative likelihood 
ratio (LR-), and summary estimates of the studies with their corre-
sponding 95% confidence intervals (CI), were calculated from 2x2 
contingency tables. If any cell contained zero observations, a value of 
0.5 was added to all table cells. Study heterogeneity was tested using the 
Chi [2]-test. In the likely case of heterogeneity, a random-effect meta- 
regression analysis was performed. Data was presented in a forest plot. 
Funnel plots were provided if>10 studies were available for the corre-
sponding regression analysis. Subgroup-analysis on PET versus inte-
grated PET-CT imaging, visual versus semi-quantitative PET image 
interpretation, and known versus unknown primary malignancy in the 
study population prior to PET/PET-CT were planned. A post-hoc sub-
group analysis of image interpretation in studies using PET-CT as index- 
test was performed. This was considered clinically relevant, since this 
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combined imaging modality has gradually replaced stand-alone PET. 
Level of significance was set as p < 0.05. All analyses were performed in 
STATA16.0 (StataCorp, Texas, US). 

2.4. Quality of evidence 

The quality of evidence for the primary outcome was judged using 
the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Eval-
uation (GRADE) [34]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Study selection 

A total of 3487 titles were screened, leading to 57 full text assess-
ments (Fig. 1. Twenty-one authors were contacted to get access to an 
English version of the paper [35–37], to specify if the entire study 
population had pleural effusions [14,16,21,38–39] or to obtain access to 
data specific for patients with pleural effusions 
[15,22,10–13,17–20,40–42]. Three authors replied, leading to exclusion 
of two studies due to wrong population group (patients without pleural 
effusion) [38], or unknown number of patients with pleural effusion 
[15]. Studies where authors did not reply were excluded due to missing 
information. 

In total, 18 studies [8–9,13,27–28,30,40,26,43–52] were included in 
the review. Their characteristics are shown in Table 1. QUADAS-2 
assessment are summarized in Table 2, and QUADAS-2 scores for each 
study are shown in Appendix C. On this background, seven 
[8,28,43,49–52] studies with a total of 606 patients were eventually 
included in the meta-analysis. Eleven studies were excluded due to high 
risk of bias or low applicability to the research question 
[9,13,50,27,30,40,26,43–47], meaning that patients included in the 
study, or index tests or reference standards did not match the review 
question. Two sub-studies were excluded since they used a specific 
technique (either a dual time-point technique [52] or a combination of 

SUVmax and enlarged mammary lymph nodes29). 

3.2. General study characteristics 

Of the seven studies included in the meta-analysis two were pro-
spective [18,28], four retrospective [43,50–52], and one did not report 
the study design [8]. The index test was PET in two studies [8,48], in-
tegrated PET-CT in four studies [51–53], and both in one study [26]. 
Five studies used qualitative image interpretation [10,15,53–54], one 
study used semi-quantitative image interpretation [48], and two studies 
used both [51–52]. The cut-off for SUVmax applied for semi- 
quantitative image interpretation varied from 2.2 to 2.5. Three studies 
exclusively included patients with known malignancy prior to index-test 
utilization [50–52], no studies involved only patients without known 
malignancy while four studies [8,26,48,28] did not report the malig-
nancy status of patients before the application of the index-test. 

3.3. Subgroup analysis of PET versus integrated PET-CT imaging 

The results of various subgroup analysis are summarised in Table 3. 
Forest plots regarding pooled values for subgroup-analysis on index- 
tests are shown in Fig. 2. The sensitivity (95%CI) for stand-alone PET 
was marginally higher compared to integrated PET-CT (90.9% 
[86.5–95.2] vs. 86.0% [82.4–89.6]), while specificity, PPV and LR +
were higher for integrated PET-CT (86.9% [83.1–90.8] vs. 67.6% 
[59.1–76.2], 99.0% [85.6–92.3] vs. 82.4% [77.1–87.7], and 8.9 
[4.2–13.5] vs. 2.9 [1.9–4.0], respectively). All other parameters were 
similar. 

3.4. Subgroup analysis of visual versus semi-quantitative PET image 
interpretation 

Subgroup analysis on PET or PET/CT image interpretation showed a 
significantly higher NPV for qualitative/visual interpretation compared 
to semi-quantitative interpretation (85.9% [82.0–89.7] vs. 71.0% 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of inclusion.  
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[62.1–79.9]). There was a tendency of higher pooled sensitivity, speci-
ficity, PPV and LR + for qualitative/visual interpretation compared to 
semi-quantitative interpretation (89.4% [86.4–92.4] vs. 81.3% 
[74.5–88.2], 83.1% [79.2–87.0] vs. 74,2% [64.2–84.3], 87.2% 
[84.0–90.4] vs. 83.7% [76.7–90.6], and 7.9 [4.0–11.8] vs. 3.4 [1.0–5.8], 
respectively, see Fig. 3. However, it should be noticed that only three 
studies used semi-quantitative image interpretation [48,51–52]. 

3.5. Subgroup analysis of visual versus semi-quantitative PET image 
interpretation in studies using integrated PET-CT 

In this subgroup analysis exclusively on studies using integrated PET- 
CT qualitative/visual image interpretation had a significantly higher 
NPV compared to studies using semi-quantitative image interpretation 
(86.1% [81.9–90.3] vs. 68.3 [57.6–78.9]). Studies using qualitative/ 
visual image interpretation had a non-significantly higher sensitivity, 
specificity, PPV and LR+ (87.9% [84.0–91.7] vs. 76.8% [66.9–86.6], 
89.1% [85.2–93.1] vs. 73.7% [60.4–86.9], 90.5% [87.0–94.0] vs. 81.1% 

[71.1–91.3], and 9.9 [4.5–15.3] vs. 3.4 [-0.6–7.3], respectively, see 
Appendix D, Figure 4. However, only two studies used semi-quantitative 
image interpretation, why the results of this part should be interpreted 
with caution [51–52]. Results for studies using qualitative/visual image 
interpretation and integrated PET-CT were similar to the results of 
studies using of qualitative/visual image and both PET or integrated 
PET-CT (see Fig. 3 and Appendix D, Figure 4. 

3.6. Subgroup analysis of known versus unknown primary malignancy 
prior to PET/PET-CT 

The three studies that included patients with known malignancy only 
[52–53] used integrated PET-CT as index-test, but a mix of qualitative/ 
visual and semi-quantitative image analysis. Compared to the values of 
all studies using integrated PET-CT (Fig. 2, the pooled sensitivity, 
specificity, NPV and LR- was lower, but not significantly (81.6% 
[75.5–87.7] vs. 86.0% [82.4–89.6–8], 75.3% [66.6–84.0] vs. 86.9% 
[83.1–90.8], 71.9% [64.3–79.5] vs 83.5% [79.6–87.4], and 4.2 

Table 1 
Study characteristics of the seven included and 11 excluded studies investigating the value of PET/PET-CT in patients with pleural effusion.  

First author/ 
year 

Country Study 
design 

Age, 
mean 
years 

Females, 
n, % 

Malignant/ 
Benign 
effusions, n 

Known 
malignancy pre 
index-test 

Index- 
test 

Image analysis TP FP FN TN 

Included studies 
Bury et al. 1997 Belgium NR 60 NR 16/9 NR PET Qualitative 16 2 0 7 
Duysinx et al. 

2006 
Belgium Pro- 

spective 
63 32, 41% 51/28 NR PET Semi-quantitative 

(SUV>2.2) 
44 7 7 21 

Kim et al. 2011 Korea Retro– 
spective 

67 13, 39% 24/9 All NSCLC PET- 
CT 

Qualitative 21 1 3 8 

Alkhawaldeh 
et al. 2011 

Germany Retro- 
spective 

63 22, 36% 29/32 All NSCLC PET- 
CT 

Qualitative 25 9 4 23       

All NSCLC PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV>2.4) 

27 9 2 23       

All NSCLC PET- 
CT 

Dual time SUV 10 1 5 15 

Liao et al. 2012 China Retro- 
spective 

61 9, 27% 27/6 All lung cancer PET- 
CT 

Qualitative 22 1 5 5       

All lung cancer PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV >2.5) 

16 1 11 5 

Sun et al. 2016 China Retro- 
spective 

60 68, 39% 108/68 NR PET- 
CT 

Qualitative 101 5 7 63       

NR PET Qualitative 99 25 9 43 
Yang et al. 2019 China Pro- 

spective 
60 86, 43% 84/115 NR PET- 

CT 
Qualitative 70 9 14 106  

Excluded studies 
Buchmann et al. 

1999 
Germany NR 60 1, 17% 3/3 NR PET Qualitative 3 0 0 3 

Erasmus et al. 
2000 

United 
States 

Retro- 
spective 

65 7, 28% 22/3 all NSCLC PET Qualitative 21 1 1 2 

Gupta et al. 
2002 

United 
States 

NR 70 10, 29% 18/16 All lung cancer PET Qualitative 16 1 2 15 

Melloni et al. 
2004 

France Retro- 
spective 

NR NR 4/0 All PET- 
CT 

Qualitative 4 0 0 0 

Toaff et al. 2005 Israel Retro- 
spective 

64 6, 19% 21/10 All PET- 
CT 

Qualitative 20 2 1 8 

Orki et al. 2009 Turkey NR NR NR 33/30 None PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 3.0) 

33 1 0 29 

Letovanec et al. 
2012 

Switzer- 
land 

Retro- 
spective 

60 18, 38% 17/33 All PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 2.2) 

9 3 8 30 

Nakajima et al. 
2015 

Japan Retro- 
spective 

69 11, 31% 14/22 All PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 0.95), TNR 
TH12 

8 0 2 6       

All PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 1.39) 

14 11 0 11 

Tazeler et al. 
2015 

Turkey Retro- 
spective 

NR NR 2/1 None PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 3.47) 

2 0 1 0 

Unver et al. 
2018 

Turkey Retro- 
spective 

65 37, 35% 69/37 NR PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 4.26) 

52 10 17 27 

Cheon et al. 
2019 

Korea Retro- 
spective 

62 6, 18% 6/27 14 PET- 
CT 

Semi-quantitative 
(SUV > 10.8) 

6 1 0 26 

TP = true positive, FP = false positive, TN = true negative, FN = false negative, NSCLC = non-small-cell lung cancer, NR = not reported, PET = positron emission 
tomography, CT = computer tomography, SUV = standardized uptake value. 
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[-0.4–8.8] vs. 8.9 [4.3–13.5], respectively, see Appendix E, Figure 5. 
However, PPV (84.1% [78.1–90.1]) and LR- (0.2 [0.1–0.3]) were un-
affected. Since none of the studies from the meta-analysis exclusively 
included patients without known malignancy prior to index-test appli-
cation, analysis on this subgroup was not performed. 

3.7. Incidental findings 

None of the included studies reported data on intra-thoracic and/or 
extra-thoracic incidental findings on PET/PET-CT leading to further 
diagnostic work-up. Thus, this planned subgroup analysis was not 
performed. 

3.8. Discussion 

This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to assess the 
diagnostic value of PET and integrated PET-CT in the workup of sus-
pected malignant pleural effusion. 

We found that visual/qualitative image analysis of integrated PET- 
CT was superior to semi-quantitative, with LR + (9.9 [4.5–15.3]) and 
negative (0.1 [0.1–0.2]) approximating the rigorous pre-set cut-offs of 
> 10 and < 0.1, respectively, for significant added value of a diagnostic 
test [53]. Thus, LRs of PET-CT compare favourably to those recently 
reported for CT in identifying MPE [54]. We found no other subgroup 

analysis approaching these pre-set cut-offs. 
The included studies were characterised by a high level of hetero-

geneity concerning study population (e.g. known malignancy pre index- 
test and exclusion of patients with low protein-level effusions) index- 
test, image interpretation and reference test for benignity and malig-
nancy. This made it problematic to compare the different studies and 
may affect the validity of this meta-analysis. We aimed to address this 
issue by performing subgroup analysis. However, even within subgroups 
a high level of heterogeneity was observed e.g. concerning study pop-
ulation stratified by type of known malignancy pre index-test 
application. 

Our results differs slightly form the three earlier systematic reviews 
by Porcel et al [23] and Treglia et al [24–25]. These studies included 
studies on pleural thickening without effusion. We asked in vain for 
original data on pleural effusion in these studies with pooled data. 

Porcel et al concluded that FDG-PET imaging should not be recom-
mended in the routine work-up of pleural effusions [23]. The review 
included fourteen studies, comprising 407 patients with malignant 
pleural disease and 232 with benign pleural conditions [23]. The diag-
nostic values for qualitative/visual image interpretation of integrated 
PET-CT were: sensitivity 91%, specificity 67%, LR + 2.83 and LR- 0.14, 
thus superior to values for semi-quantitative interpretation (sensitivity 
82%, specificity 74%, LR + 3.24 and LR- 0.25). This is in line with our 
findings. In subgroup analysis, the authors found no change in the 

Table 2 
Summarized QUADAS-2 assessment of the 18 studies included in the systematic review.  

Table 3 
Summery of measures of diagnostic accuracy for PET and PET-CT in predicting pleural malignancy in patients with pleural effusion.   

PET Integrated 
PET-CT 

Visual image 
inter.* 

Semi-quantitative 
image inter. 

Integrated PET-CT and 
visual image inter. 

Integrated PET-CT and semi- 
quantitative image inter. 

Known malignancy 
pre index-test 

Studies, No. 3 7# 7§ 3 5 2 5# 

Sensitivity, % 
(95%CI) 

90.9 
(86.5–95.2) 

86.0 
(82.4–89.6) 

89.4 
(86.4–92.4) 

81.3 (74.5–88.2) 87.9 (84.0–91.7) 76.8 (66.9–86.6) 81.6 (75.5–87.7) 

Specificity, % 
(95%CI) 

67.6 
(59.1–76.2) 

86.9 
(83.1–90.8) 

83.1 
(79.2–87.0) 

74.2 (64.2–84.3) 89.1 (85.2–93.1) 73.7 (60.4–86.9) 75.3 (66.6–84.0) 

PPV (95%CI) 82.4 
(77.1–87.7) 

89.0 
(85.6–92.3) 

87.2 
(84.0–90.4) 

83.7 (76.7–90.6) 90.5 (87.0–94.0) 81.1 (71.0–91.3) 84.1 (78.1–90.1) 

NPV (95%CI) 81.6 
(73.7–89.6) 

83.5 
(79.6–87.4) 

85.9 
(82.0–89.7) 

71.0 (62.1–79.9) 86.1 (81.9–90.3) 68.3 (57.6–78.9) 71.9 (64.3–79.5) 

Positive LR 
(95%CI) 

2.9 (1.9–4.0) 8.9 (4.3–13.5) 7.9 (4.0–11.8) 3.4 (1.0–5.8) 9.9 (4.5–15.3) 3.4 (-0.6–7.3) 4.2 (-0.4–8.8) 

Negative LR 
(95%CI) 

0.2 (0.1–0.2) 0.2 (0.1–0.2) 0.2 (0.1–0.3) 0.1 (0.1–0.2) 0.1 (0.1–0.2) 0.2 (0.1–0.4) 0.2 (0.1–0.3) 

*=interpretation. 
PET = positron emission tomography, CT = computer tomography, PPV = positive predictive value, NPV = negative predictive value, LR = likelihood ratio. 

# =Liao et al and Alkhawaldeh et al occur twice, since they perform both qualitative and semi-quantitative image interpretation on images from integrated PET-CT. 
§ =Sun et al occurs twice, since they perform visual image interpretation on both images from PET and integrated PET-CT. 
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diagnostic value of PET/PET-CT in patients with known malignancy, 
which is in contrast to parts of our results, probably due to considerable 
and unadjusted heterogeneity. 

Treglia et al concluded that FDG PET/PET-CT is an accurate diag-
nostic imaging method in the differential diagnosis between malignant 
and non-malignant pleural lesions including effusions [24]. The review 

Fig. 2. Forest plots showing pooled and study specific values of sensitivity (a), specificity (b), positive predictive value (c), negative predictive value (d), positive 
likelihood ratio (e) and negative likelihood ratio (f) for PET and integrated PET-CT. 
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included sixteen studies with 745 patients. Compared to Porcel et al, 
they found a higher diagnostic yield of PET/PET-CT: sensitivity 95%, 
specificity 82%, LR + 5.3 and LR- 0.09. Yet, the Treglia study has un-
addressed limitations due to incomplete literature search and an inad-
equate meta-analysis not excluding studies with high risk of bias. 

Another systematic review by Treglia et al evaluated the value of PET/ 
PET-CT in assessing pleural abnormalities in known cancer (eight 
studies with 360 cancer patients; lung cancer: 90%) [25] with sensitivity 
85%, specificity 80%, LR + 3.7, and LR − 0.18. This is in line with our 
subgroup analysis on patients with known malignancy prior to index test 

Fig. 2. (continued). 
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application (see Appendix D, Figure 4. 
The strengths of our review are the focus on pleural effusion only, as 

well as transparent and thorough literature search, data extraction and 
statistical analysis including exclusion of studies with high risk of bias or 
low applicability to our research question. 

A limitation is the small number of studies included, prohibiting 
Funnel plots for meta-bias. The quality of evidence evaluated by GRADE 
was ranked low due to heterogeneity among the available studies, the 
inability to assess meta-bias and the low external validity. 

Only few high quality papers are published on the value of PET/PET- 
CT in suspected MPE, as most studies pool pleural effusion with other 
pleural lesions without specific data report concerning pleural effusion. 
The number of included studies was further reduced by the lack of au-
thors’ response concerning missing information. This may have 
excluded potentially relevant data. Furthermore, we excluded scientific 
letters, which may contain unique original data [55]. We identified a 
scientific letter by Simó et al [29] on a prospective study on use of in-
tegrated PET-CT in predicting malignancy in 42 patients with exudative 

Fig. 2. (continued). 
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pleural effusions using qualitative/visual and semi-quantitative (SUV >
5.64) image analysis. However, the results of the semi-quantitative 
image analysis were combined with specific radiological changes on 

CT (e.g. enlarged mammary lymph nodes) and, therefore, it was even-
tually excluded. Using qualitative image analysis, Simó et al found a 
sensitivity of 88.2%, a specificity of 95.9%, a PPV of 93.8% and a NPV of 

Fig. 3. Forest plots showing pooled and study specific values of sensitivity (a), specificity (b), positive predictive value (c), negative predictive value (d), positive 
likelihood ratio (e) and negative likelihood ratio (f) for qualitative/visual and semi-quantitative image interpretation. 
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Fig. 3. (continued). 
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91.7%. Including the Simó study did not change our findings (see Ap-
pendix F, Figures 6–8. 

In daily clinical practice, PET and PET-CT images varies via differ-
ences in, for example, resolution of the scanner, reconstruction methods 
and use of low-dose or diagnostic CT with or without contrast. It is likely 
that visual/qualitative image interpretation is more robust to the above 
variation. However, visual interpretation is very reliant to the experi-
ence of the clinician. Thus, the results of our study cannot directly be 
applied to all clinical settings. 

Our systematic review suggests that integrated PET-CT with visual/ 
qualitative image analysis may have a role in the routine work-up of 
suspected MPE. A non-suspicious PET-CT may divert active work-up to 
watchful waiting, which is strictly important in frail or marginal pa-
tients. A suspicious PET-CT may guide the clinician to optimal biopsy 
site, identify primary tumour, and assess patterns of metastatic spread 
needing urgent or specialised treatment [56]. 

In this review, none of the included studies provided data on inci-
dental intra- or extra-thoracic findings. Incidental findings (i.e. lesions 

Fig. 3. (continued). 
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not evidently related with the known or suspected condition) are com-
mon in PET-CT. In a recent review including 15 studies, 1,639 incidental 
foci were found during PET-CT of 15,101 patients [57]. Of the 1090 foci 
in 1068 patients examined, 25% were malignant, 15% premalignant, 
19% benign lesions needing treatment, and 41% false-positive. This 
indicates that PET-CT generates additional significant value but also 
additional costs. 

Future studies should address the total impact of PET-CT in the 
workup of pleural disease including pleural effusion. 

4. Conclusions 

Visual/qualitative image analysis of integrated PET-CT appears to 
add significantly in the work-up of suspected MPE. However, there is 
considerable heterogeneity among the available studies and thus the 
GRADE recommendation for including PET-CT in the workup of sus-
pected MPE is low despite our findings. 
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